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Call for Papers:

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION: Extended to **February 20, 2012**

**Women, Social Policy, and the Law**


“Law is the written system through which state authority is defined; thus the study of law is extremely significant in feminist analysis-----the law is both a source for the denial of women's rights and one of the avenues to which feminists have turned to address the problems of women's inequality (Andersen, 2009, p. 326).”

This issue of *The Journal of Interdisciplinary Feminist Thought* will explore the history and status of women from these perspectives.

**Women and the Law; Women Under the Law**
- Contributions and consequences of women's influence upon social policy
- Impact of the law on women’s lives from cultural and cross-cultural perspectives

**History of Major Social Policies from a Feminist Perspective**
- The Suffrage Movement and Passage of the 19th Amendment
- Equal Rights Amendment
- Affirmative Action
- Child care and maternal health legislation-WIC, TANF, Rite Care, etc.
- Equal Pay Legislation
- Violence against women and the law
- Title IX of the Education Amendments

**Women Running for Elective Office- Challenges and Obstacles**
- Women in politics- local, state and national positions

**The Glass Ceiling**
- Women in the workplace
- Current Trends and Future Prospects

Submit all manuscripts, electronically, to co-editors: Dr. Carol Shelton (cshelton@ric.edu) and Dr. Virginia Walsh, R.S.M., (walshv@salve.edu)

Each manuscript must include a title page with contact information listing: the name of the author(s), and the institution, telephone number, email address for all authors. Please include the home and work address for the corresponding author.